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Can you talk about the difference between V-clutch
and S-series manual roller blinds, which is better?

Can you clarify... do you mean the difference between Contract Series one (R and SL) and Contract
Series 2 (S45 / S60)? Please provide this clarification
and we will follow up. You can also email me at bill.
coutz@rolleaseacmeda.com.

saw that you are using Somfy motors, does Rollease
have its own motor series?

Yes, Rollease Acmeda has the Automate full range of
motorization. We use some Somfy control parts for
specific applications. Please visit our Automate section on the Rollease Acmeda Contract website www.
rolleaseacmedacontract.com

. Can we have a presentation on roller fabrications?

Yes, we would be happy to accommodate a presentation for roller fabrication. Please contact me at bill.
coutz@rolleaseacmeda.com.

Can you talk more about the switch system? How it
works exactly?

Yes, I would be happy to send you more information
on our proprietary Switch Fabric System. This system allows the fabric panel to be changed without
removing the shading system from the brackets using a patented fabric spline attachment system. More
information can be found here.

What are the advantages of grouping your products into Contract Series One & Two instead of just
grouping them by their model names such as Skyline
Series, R-Series, etc?

The Contract Series 1 and Contract Series 2 refers
to the shading systems as a whole, rather than just
system components (brackets, clutches, tubes, fabric
etc.). We are developing these systems as a complete Commercial Shading System Solution.

On the Contract 2.0 fascia slide it looked like the
P-95 cassette on the slide. Can you elaborate on the
Contract 2.0 fascia style?

Contract Series 2 fascia is the P-95.

Are there any plans to add a chain guide option to
the RB09 clutch?

No, there are currently no plans to add a chain guide.

Will the presentation be available as a PDF?

The presentation can be provided as a PDF by contacting me at bill.coutz@rolleaseacmeda.com or play
it back on demand here.

I didn’t understand the part that said: Fabric visual
from inside, and outside. so Rollease has a Fabric
which, for example, is white from the inside view and
linen from the outside view?

The Visualizer provides a view from the interior of
the window and the exterior of the window. Yes, our
Texstyle line of fabrics includes our 3000HT fabrics
that have a duplex weave with a lighter color facing
to the exterior and a darker color facing the interior.
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